JUPITER’S EMPYREAL VANTAGE
Offerings from this series serve to elevate, insulate, and hydrate the body-mind-spirit complex,
lightening, liberating, and aerating with a strong dose of talismanic-grade Jupiter in Pisces energy.
They allow for greater distance and perspective, fortifying the psychosphere and emotional
experience with a sense that all shall be well — or is already — as we diffuse our attachments and
expectations in pursuit of an onward + upward trajectory. They promote creativity, lust for life,
inspiration, vision, consideration, compassionate detachment, and an improved sense of wellbeing.
Jupiter’s Empyreal Vantage sub-set (gold label) can be used for: broader survey; increasing personal
space, embracing and connecting to one’s own potential and empowerment; developing one’s vision;
rising above; opening the way (as Jupiter’s eagle #ies); $nding inspiration; stoking creative drive;
cultivating one’s inner Zeus (aka the perpetually-generative + omnipotent aspect of the Divine
Masculine); promoting a light-hearted, jovial disposition; increased charisma, vitality, and vigor.
Cloud Kingdom items (including the Bath Salts, Steep + Smokes, and Salves) are best to: infuse the
auric body with a Jupiterian cloud buffer, providing protection and insulation; extend the bene$ts
of energy clearings, hex breakings, and blessings; rest, relax, and renew; meditate and journey (pairs
well with inebriants and hypnotics, especially of a spiritual nature — may also induce light trance).
Talismanic Adaptogens: Promote #exibility, #ow, increased resourcefulness, and recovery.
Layers well with just about any other in#uence, and recommended for regular application.
Jupiter bestows: wealth; luck; wisdom; gain; and protection against corruption, ignorance, and folly.
Remediation: Apply with intention on Thursdays (and Sundays after sunset), hours of Jupiter.
O Jove much-honor’d, Jove supremely great, to thee our holy rites we consecrate,
Our pray’rs and expiations, king divine, for all things round thy head exalted shine.
The earth is thine, and mountains swelling high, the sea profound, and all within the sky.
Saturnian king, descending from above, magnanimous, commanding, sceptred Jove;
All-parent, principle and end of all, whose pow’r almighty, shakes this earthly ball;
Ev’n Nature trembles at thy mighty nod, loud-sounding, arm’d with light’ning, thund’ring God.
Source of abundance, purifying king, O various-form’d from whom all natures spring;
Propitious hear my pray’r, give blameless health, with peace divine, and necessary wealth!
Weather Magic: Anoint the self; use as offerings + components in spell work and ritual for Jupiter as
the Rain-Bringer + Cloud King, or other powers who oversee the spheres of rain, wind, and storm.
Ærial clouds, thro' heav'n's resplendent plains who wander, parents of prolific rains;
Who nourish fruits, whose water'y frames are hurl'd, by winds impetuous, round the mighty world;
All-thund'ring, lion-roaring, flashing fire, in Air's wide bosom, bearing thunders dire
Impell'd by ev'ry stormy, sounding gale, with rapid course, along the skies ye fail.
With blowing winds your wat'ry frames I call, on mother Earth with fruitful show'rs to fall.
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